STRIPE – Fluid and Zoomable Leanback Interface for Navigating Content
Landscape on a Large Screen
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We present Stripe, a fluid and zoomable interface for
navigating content datasets with a remote control on
large screens. By bringing multi-level semantic
zooming, fixed focus, and fluid user interaction to linear
layouts of content, Stripe provides easy, learnable
“television-like” interactions to complex online content
datasets.
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powerful interaction language to browse vast datasets
on distant large screens can bring about a new culture
of collaborative navigation and viewing experience.

Figure 1. Stripe combines multi-level semantic zoom and fixed
focus UI to enable lean-back yet immersive browsing.
experience.

Introduction
Over the past decades, the way we consume video
content has gone through a massive shift. Gone are the
days of selecting from a handful of TV channels. Now
people watch new videos through online media stores,
social networks, and subscription services. As our
habits change, more and more content is watched on
phones and computers and less on larger displays like
TVs, despite their ever-increasing resolution and size,
which enables an immersive yet social viewing
experience. One of the primary factors that contributed
to this shift is the lack of legible ways to navigate
through complex datasets on distant, large screens like
TVs which have long worked with channel-based linear
interaction. We believe that creating a comfortable but

Researchers have tried computer-like direct
manipulation interfaces on a distant screen using
remote controls equipped with a motion-based or
touchpad-based cursor. This can result in fatigue and
precision issues when used for extended periods. Fluid
fixed-highlight interfaces [1] have shown alternative
ways to effortlessly navigate through linear contents.
In shared social browsing, a fixed focus provides an
easy reference for all participants, rather than a cursor
which can easily be lost by those not in control.
Interaction with a large number of faceted contents are
shown to be enhanced with multi-scale navigation
techniques [2][3][4]. Our project builds on top of this
previous research to create interaction patterns suitable
for a large distant screen.

STRIPE
In this demo, we present Stripe, a fluid and zoomable
interface based on the channel metaphor for navigating
through a media content database with remote
controls. By combining centered highlight UIs and
multi-scale interaction techniques, Stripe employs
semantic zoom to indicate the selection and keep the
users focused. In doing so, Stripe allows for an
experience of playfully flying into and out of a large
content landscape by simple motions or touch gestures
on a remote control.
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Fovea
The first thing you see when you launch Stripe is a
series of colored bars that make up the Stripe. Each bar
represents a video or a channel, whose color is
extracted automatically from the thumbnail image so
that users can easily recognize the content. User’s
attention is drawn to the center band which shows
more detailed information than the rest of the bars and
indicates that the center item is selected. We call this
behaviour Fovea. The user can browse through choices
quickly and linearly by simply sliding his finger across
the touchpad, or tilting the remote control left and
right. As the panning moves new content into focus,
smooth transitions between selected and unselected
view of each object makes overall navigation
experience fluid and playful.

Semantic Zoom
Stripe can be visualized in four different levels of details
(Figure 2). The users can quickly shift between these
levels by sliding his finger up and down the touchpad or
tilting the controller forward or back. For example, he
can quickly zoom out to the holistic view of the entire
content landscape or seamlessly zoom in to play a
video in the full screen view at any state of the Stripe.
At all levels, the content at the center or Fovea, always
shows more detailed information (level n+1) than the
rest of the Stripe. For example, if you are navigating at
the bar-level, the object in Fovea is represented as a
portrait thumbnail image of the content which obviously
has more information than a colored bar(Figure 3-II).
At the block-level, the object in Fovea maintains the
state of separate bars revealing what individual
contents constitute the block (Figure 3-I).

Figure 2. Multiple (Semantic) Zoom Levels of Stripe
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As you zoom out from the bar view, the bars merge
into blocks (Figure 3-II → I). Each block represents a
collection of contents of a genre if arranged based on
genre; or contents from a year if arranged based on
time. If you zoom back in to the bar view, then zoom in
further, each bar unfolds into its respective portrait
view while the state of the Fovea transforms from a

portrait to a landscape view. As the user zooms further
in from the portrait view, the landscape view of the
content at the center grows, maintaining the aspect
ratio to occupy the full screen and starts playing the
video. Overall, it provides the users with the experience
of diving into and out of the content landscape.

Drawing an Arch Path
The user can easily transition between linear scrolling
and zooming, or scroll and zoom simultaneously. This
allows the user to reach a desired location faster and
easier. For example, if Tom is watching a full screen
sporting event, he can quickly zoom out to the bar
Stripe level while simultaneously panning across the
channel bars toward a news channel, which he might
already have in his motor memory. He can begin to
zoom back even before he reaches the destination
channel, never losing context through the changing
zoom levels thanks to the fixed center Fovea, and
finally landing in the running full screen video of his
destination just as he finishes his translation motion.
The fluidity of the combined zoom and pan actions
gives Tom instantaneous targeting feedback for his
gesture in real time.

Resorting

Figure 3. Fovea for four different levels of Stripe

Although linear interaction models allow for easily
navigable constraints for zooming and panning, content
datasets are inevitably more complex than one
dimension can represent. At any zoom level, the user
can ‘pivot’ on a focused object or category, rearranging
the entire Stripe around a new sorting axis drawn from
the metadata available on the contents. For example,
Judy has arranged the Stripe UI by broadcaster, so she
may easily find and select her favorite channel, HBO.
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Initial Observation
We recruited 12 participants to try out Stripe. Even
though no guidance was given at the beginning,
majority of the users (10/12) were quick to pick up the
interaction with pan and zoom. Most of the users
(11/12) said that they had a positive experience
described as “simple and easy to learn”, “natural
extension from channel zapping” “flying into a content
space”. Nine users preferred motion over touch at the
beginning, but after using for ten minutes only four
preferred the motion, expressing some exhaustion.
Seven answered that motor memory was helpful, but
only two said color patterns helped identifying content.
One user commented that her color pattern can
represent herself and it would be interesting to see
which color pattern other users might have.

Conclusion and Future Work

Figure 4. Resorting Interaction

Zooming in to content view, she learns that a nature
documentary program is playing. She finds the topic
interesting, so she re-sorts the entire Stripe based on
genre, the contents about nature dynamically arranged
around the item she initially found interesting (Figure
4).

We presented Stripe, a fluid and zoomable interface
concept that allows for a seamless navigation of
complex content datasets with a remote control on a
large display. We think the power of Stripe could be
realized to an even greater extent when each user can
configure their own Stripe that represents their content
consumption pattern, and invoke that custom Stripe at
any big display to share with others. We believe this
can bring about a new culture of collaborative
navigation and shared viewing experiences, taking
advantage of the social and immersive nature of large
displays.
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